The Collective Detection (CD) technique is a promising approach to meet the requirements for signal acquisition in GNSS-harsh environments. The CD approach has been proposed because of its potential to operate as both a direct positioning method and a high-sensitivity acquisition method. This paper is dedicated to the development of a new CD architecture for processing satellite signals in challenging environments. It proposes the best signal acquisition method used according to the reception conditions of the different receivers that can assist the user in difficulty. Knowing that the CD approach is beneficial in the case where the maximum of satellite signals can be combined, the proposed approach consists in choosing the best receiver(s) from several connected receivers to serve as a reference station, as smart cooperative navigation concept. New metrics of the CD with optimal weighting of visible satellites are exploited. Analysis of optimization method in order to use better satellites according to some defined parameters (elevation, C/N 0 , and GDOP) were carried out. Real GPS L1 C/A signals are exploited to analyze the efficiency of the proposed approach. A comparison of the results through the accumulation of some good satellites among all visible satellites have shown the effectiveness of this method.
Introduction
In recent years, the interest in positioning and navigation has become increasingly important, as evidenced by systems and services developed using this technology. The use of GNSS receivers has increased considerably with the integration of GNSS chips in cellular phones and mobile devices that are used for potential applications in several domains, including location-based services (LBS) and intelligent transportation systems (ITS). Constantly increasing the number of GNSS signals and the diversity of navigation satellites is an important advantage, because it can improve the overall performance of the signal processing in a multi-constellation multi-frequency hybrid architecture. Traditional satellite navigation receivers must therefore be improved in order to allow the reception of all GNSS signals (current and future). These receivers must be designed to acquire as many satellite signals as possible from different constellations.
The diversity and redundancy of GNSS measurements will further open the door to new developments and applications that are impossible to achieve with current receivers, which are designed for outdoor environments. Increasing the number of signals and the diversity of GNSS satellites provides significant benefits in many areas of application because it can improve the sensitivity performance of the signal processing in a hybrid architecture combining all GNSS signals.
Overcoming the problem of positioning in hostile environments is best achieved using high sensitivity (HS) and robust receivers. Several techniques have been proposed to deal with this problem of receiving weak signals in urban environments. For indoor environments, many technologies have been proposed for localization purposes, because GNSS signals cannot be received with a sufficiently high signal-to-noise ratio [1] . Moreover, most techniques require a dedicated physical infrastructure.
The Collective Detection (CD) technique is considered as a promising approach to perform GNSS signal reception and processing in harsh environments. It is a powerful method for acquiring highly attenuated satellite signals in constrained environments as it can process all visible satellites collectively taking advantage of the spatial correlation between GNSS signals as a vector acquisition scheme. The major advantage of CD as a collective acquisition method lies in its ability to use stronger signals to facilitate the acquisition of weaker ones and acquisition in harsh environments could be used directly for positioning without the need for standard tracking loops [2] [3] [4] . Indeed, the GNSS receiver antenna receives at least one strong signal which is then used to detect weak satellite signals in view, in a sort of multi-satellite collaborative processing. In the CD approach, the projection of the code phase onto the position/clock bias domain is done differentially with respect to the pseudorange measurements provided by a reference station with known position.
As the number of mobile devices in use increases, applying the CD approach becomes easier since devices that are capable of receiving good satellite signals can assist others in difficulty [5] . The main objective of this paper is to propose an architecture of a smart high sensitivity GNSS receiver based on the CD approach.
To design the architecture of an intelligent HS GNSS receiver, called as HS Smart GNSS Receiver (HS-SGR), we will begin by defining its basic operation according to the number of satellites detected as shown in Figure 1 . If there are enough strong satellites (greater than or equal to 4) available to calculate the position of the receiver, a conventional sequential acquisition is carried out, otherwise, the CD process is used. Following this, the intelligence of the receiver must consider other parameters according to the acquisition method used to process the received satellite signals. Overcoming the problem of positioning in hostile environments is best achieved using high sensitivity (HS) and robust receivers. Several techniques have been proposed to deal with this problem of receiving weak signals in urban environments. For indoor environments, many technologies have been proposed for localization purposes, because GNSS signals cannot be received with a sufficiently high signal-to-noise ratio [1] . Moreover, most techniques require a dedicated physical infrastructure.
To design the architecture of an intelligent HS GNSS receiver, called as HS Smart GNSS Receiver (HS-SGR), we will begin by defining its basic operation according to the number of satellites detected as shown in Figure 1 . If there are enough strong satellites (greater than or equal to 4) available to calculate the position of the receiver, a conventional sequential acquisition is carried out, otherwise, the CD process is used. Following this, the intelligence of the receiver must consider other parameters according to the acquisition method used to process the received satellite signals. If there is no Reference Station (RS) receiver capable of assisting the user, here is an example of information that will be described in the HS-CGR cognitive layer:
• Depending on the type of receiver start-up (cold/warm/hot): use relevant information in the receiver or perform the normal process.
•
According to / level: use high sensitivity techniques (long coherent integration with noncoherent accumulation). If there is no Reference Station (RS) receiver capable of assisting the user, here is an example of information that will be described in the HS-CGR cognitive layer:
• According to C/N 0 level: use high sensitivity techniques (long coherent integration with non-coherent accumulation).
• Depending on the number of received GNSS signals: track more powerful signal by standard tracking or combine various available signals using collective detection.
When there are less than four satellites that can be detected individually, CD can still provide a coarse positioning solution with attenuated signals in a challenging environment. CD can be seen both as a high sensitivity and a direct positioning method because it provides a coarse estimation of the user position using direct navigation solution [3] . The CD approach is able to process weak GNSS signals, but is however, computationally intensive because of the important number of candidate points considered to search the position and the available assistance data. The computational load is even greater if the CD process is performed using the accumulation of all visible satellites which makes its practical implementation very difficult [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] . Thus, this paper proposes a method that consists in choosing the best surrounding receiver from several connected receivers to serve as a reference station to assist other receivers in difficulty, in a smart cooperative navigation set-up. In this proposal, various parameters will be taken into consideration when choosing the best reference receiver. Then, new metrics of the CD involving an optimal weighting of visible satellites will be exploited. An optimization method will be analyzed in order to ensure that the best satellites are used in the CD process according to certain defined parameters such as the elevation mask angle, the signal power (C/N 0 ), and the geometry of the satellite constellation (Geometric dilution of precision-GDOP).
In order to ensure a better sensitivity performance in the CD process, with the best receiver chosen from among several connected receivers, the Spectral Peak Location (SPL) delta corrected FFT technique, developed in [11] , is used for Doppler estimation. It can be seen that this proposal provides certain advantages in terms of complexity and sensitivity performance, compared to other Doppler estimation techniques in the position and velocity domain as [12] .
The rest of the paper is structured as follows: the CD principle is presented in Section 2. Then, Section 3 develops the proposed smart collaborative positioning using the CD approach (smart high sensitivity receiver). In Section 3, we present the influence of certain parameters in the CD process, the principle of exploitation of best satellites while presenting the new metrics of CD and the algorithm of smart CD using the best satellites. Results with real GNSS signals will be presented in Section 4 to show the efficiency of the proposed method. Finally, we conclude the paper with a discussion about the overall performance achieved with this proposal, the contribution of this work and the outstanding issues to be covered in future work.
Collective Detection Approach

Dependence on Assistance Data
The concept of CD is intended to complement an existing Assisted-GNSS (A-GNSS) and positioning method. In fact, Collective Detection is an A-GNSS approach for direct positioning in which all information from satellites in view are combined in order to enable rapid acquisition, i.e., to reduce the time to first fix (TTFF) and increase the sensitivity of the receiver. The assistance data allows the GNSS receiver to reduce the search space by providing assistance information [13] .
It should be noted that for the application of the CD principle, apart from the RS position (for reducing the initial Mobile Station (MS) spatial uncertainty) and the ephemeris (for computation of the expected satellite position and velocity from azimuth and elevation angles), a new assistance parameter is required, which is the pseudorange measurements for all visible satellites as seen from the reference station. This is used in the code phase estimation of each candidate point in the position domain to estimate the user position.
Working Principle of Collective Detection
The CD approach has been proposed because of its use as both a Direct Positioning method and a High-Sensitivity acquisition method. The direct positioning algorithms are based on a set of The acquisition search grid is set in a space defined by 3D position coordinates (∆ , ∆ , ∆ ) which are the algebraic distances between the MS and the RS in North, East and Down directions, and the relative clock bias of the receiver to the reference station (∆ ).
The pseudorange seen by the MS for the satellite can be calculated by [7] :
where , is the pseudorange seen by the RS, and ∆ represents the difference in pseudorange calculated from the MS w.r.t the one measured by the RS for the satellite . In CD, the uncertainty space is centered on the initial position and clock bias, and can be defined w.r.t. the accuracy of the initial knowledge. The range-offset at a position separated by (∆ , ∆ , ∆ , ∆ ) from the RS is expressed in terms of the position and the clock bias [2] :
where and are, respectively, the azimuth and elevation angles of satellite as seen by the RS. The coordinates ∆ , ∆ and ∆ represent the 3D position displacement of the MS with respect to the RS in a North-East-Down (NED) local coordinate frame. The last term • ∆ represents the pseudorange variation due to the clock bias of the MS, being the speed of light.
In order to considerably decrease the total number of points to evaluate, the circular search area proposed in [7] is used in this paper. The local horizontal search is a polar Rho-theta referential instead of a North-East referential. In this way, ∆ and ∆ are expressed in terms of and [7] :
So, from (2) we obtain:
Thus, the estimated code delay for satellite for a hypothetical location ( , , Δ , Δ ) is given by [7] : The acquisition search grid is set in a space defined by 3D position coordinates (∆N, ∆E, ∆D) which are the algebraic distances between the MS and the RS in North, East and Down directions, and the relative clock bias of the receiver to the reference station (∆B).
The pseudorange seen by the MS for the satellite k can be calculated by [7] :
where ρ RS,k is the pseudorange seen by the RS, and ∆ρ k represents the difference in pseudorange calculated from the MS w.r.t the one measured by the RS for the satellite k. In CD, the uncertainty space is centered on the initial position and clock bias, and can be defined w.r.t. the accuracy of the initial knowledge. The range-offset at a position separated by (∆N, ∆E, ∆D, ∆B) from the RS is expressed in terms of the position and the clock bias [2] :
where az k and el k are, respectively, the azimuth and elevation angles of satellite k as seen by the RS. The coordinates ∆N, ∆E and ∆D represent the 3D position displacement of the MS with respect to the RS in a North-East-Down (NED) local coordinate frame. The last term c·∆B represents the pseudorange variation due to the clock bias of the MS, c being the speed of light. In order to considerably decrease the total number of points to evaluate, the circular search area proposed in [7] is used in this paper. The local horizontal search is a polar Rho-theta referential instead of a North-East referential. In this way, ∆N and ∆E are expressed in terms of R and θ [7] :
Thus, the estimated code delay for satellite k for a hypothetical location R i , θ j , ∆D m , ∆B n is given by [7] :
where T code is the signal spreading code period (i.e., 1 ms for GPS L1 C/A code), N code is the number of code chips per period, and [.] c·T code represents the modulo c·T code operation such that
Then, the pseudorange can be converted to an equivalent estimated code phaseτ k , at a hypothetical location R i , θ j , a clock bias ∆B n , and the maximum code phase error, as [7] :
Then, the correlation output, which is the individual detection metric, is expressed as [7] :
Finally, the CD metric is obtained by the sum of individual detection metrics for all satellites in view as [7] :
Once the CD metric is performed for all candidate points, many approaches can be used to decide which set of values corresponds to the best estimation of the true MS position coordinates and clock bias. If the CD metric exceeds a pre-defined threshold, the GNSS signal could be detected. Thus, the code phase and Doppler frequency corresponding to the detected signal could be obtained.
The benefit of the CD application is shown in Equations (7) and (8). In fact, weak satellite signals may not be detectable in conventional GNSS receivers with only the individual correlator output value given by Equation (7). Nevertheless, the accumulation of all individual correlation values for each visible satellite can increase the receiver sensitivity using Equation (8) in which the summation operator represents the term "collective" in collective detection.
SPL Delta Corrected FFT Technique in CD
In this paper, the frequency estimation technique developed in [11] is adopted. It has been demonstrated that the SPL method of Doppler frequency estimation with delta correction used in CD makes it possible to increase the sensitivity of the receiver [8] . Thus, with some better satellite measurements in view, we can indeed have greater sensitivity. This is very interesting while we can limit the number of satellites used in the CD process but not all available visible satellites. The receiver complexity is thus reduced. Details of this proposal are detailed in [8] . By applying the Doppler estimation in the CD, the correlation values and the CD metrics are expressed as follows.
The delta-corrected Doppler is expressed as [11] :
wheref d k represents the Doppler frequency of the k-th satellite signal, andf δ represents the frequency correction term calculated by the fractional correction term, δ, asf δ =δ·δ f d . Thus, the new delta-corrected coherent output is defined as [11] :
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where N is the number of samples of the input signal s[·] to be coherently processed, A s is the signal amplitude, R(∆τ k ) is the autocorrelation function of the signal spreading code evaluated at the code phase offset ∆τ k (∆τ k = τ k −τ k ), ∆ f d k is the offset between the true and candidate carrier frequencies
T coh is the coherent integration time and w is the resulting noise component. Thus, the new individual detection and the new CD metrics are respectively:
where D CD is calculated by the sum of the correlations of all visible satellites.
Smart Collaborative Positioning Using CD Approach
Influence of Some Parameters in CD Process
The goal of this paper is to propose a smart version of the CD approach. The developed algorithm will be able to operate the receiver optimally according to various parameters. For example, choosing the best satellites or selecting of the best reference station to assist the user. The influence of some parameters on the CD positioning ambiguity is shown in Figure 3 . In this example, we compare the 3D correlogram by calculating the CD metrics corresponding to 6 best satellites and all visible satellites (10 satellites) by varying some simulated parameters (C/N 0 , elevation mask angle, GDOP). It is based on the presence of three strong signals, and the remaining satellites are too weak to justify the use of the CD approach instead of the conventional acquisition. So, we have three weak + three strong for six best satellites and seven weak + three strong for 10 satellites. Weak signals correspond to the strongest signals below the set threshold, and strong signals correspond to the strongest signals among all visible satellites.
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Smart Collaborative Positioning Using CD Approach
Influence of Some Parameters in CD Process
The goal of this paper is to propose a smart version of the CD approach. The developed algorithm will be able to operate the receiver optimally according to various parameters. For example, choosing the best satellites or selecting of the best reference station to assist the user. The influence of some parameters on the CD positioning ambiguity is shown in Figure 3 . In this example, we compare the 3D correlogram by calculating the CD metrics corresponding to 6 best satellites and all visible satellites (10 satellites) by varying some simulated parameters ( / , elevation mask angle, GDOP). It is based on the presence of three strong signals, and the remaining satellites are too weak to justify the use of the CD approach instead of the conventional acquisition. So, we have three weak + three strong for six best satellites and seven weak + three strong for 10 satellites. Weak signals correspond to the strongest signals below the set threshold, and strong signals correspond to the strongest signals among all visible satellites.
According to the curves in Figure 3 , we can see that the positioning ambiguity varies according to changes in certain parameters. For example, the position solution becomes less accurate when the mask angle increases. Similarly, the position error becomes greater when the geometrical configuration is poor. Moreover, it should be noted that, for the same parameters, the curves corresponding to the 6 best satellites and 10 satellites are approximately the same, i.e., they do not present a great difference. 
Best Satellites Selection Algorithm in CD Process
In the proposed algorithm, the reference station can be fixed or mobile. The idea is to expand the availability of assistance for the mobile user in GNSS-challenging environments. It has been demonstrated in [5] that the mobility of the RS in the CD approach depends mainly on the integration period and the dynamic of the reference station.
Thus, in the algorithm of best satellites selection, the receiver that is in good reception condition sends its data (position, pseudorange, ephemerides) to the other receivers in difficulty to allow them to estimate their positions. Weighting costs will then be allocated to all visible satellites according to the quality of the parameters received. This will make the optimal choice of the best receiver among all the reference stations while choosing the receiver that receives the best satellites. The CD algorithm will be able to choose the best satellites intelligently. Finally, to calculate the position, the CD metric will be calculated as a function of time and Doppler. More specifically, the direct positioning algorithm is used to estimate the position according to the best selected satellites, since in the case of a conventional CD, all the available satellites are used. In fact, the algorithm consists of the optimal use of the best satellites to take advantage of the CD's ability to increase sensitivity with fewer satellites and at the same time reduce the complexity of the operation as shown in Figure 4 . To implement this idea, the CD algorithm is based on several parameters, the most important of which are the / level, the elevation angle and the satellites forming the best DOP. The CD acquisition is performed using the BPS (Bi-dimensional Parallel Search) acquisition method to accelerate the computation during the search process in both dimensions (code and Doppler) in parallel. According to the curves in Figure 3 , we can see that the positioning ambiguity varies according to changes in certain parameters. For example, the position solution becomes less accurate when the mask angle increases. Similarly, the position error becomes greater when the geometrical configuration is poor. Moreover, it should be noted that, for the same parameters, the curves corresponding to the 6 best satellites and 10 satellites are approximately the same, i.e., they do not present a great difference.
Thus, in the algorithm of best satellites selection, the receiver that is in good reception condition sends its data (position, pseudorange, ephemerides) to the other receivers in difficulty to allow them to estimate their positions. Weighting costs will then be allocated to all visible satellites according to the quality of the parameters received. This will make the optimal choice of the best receiver among all the reference stations while choosing the receiver that receives the best satellites. The CD algorithm will be able to choose the best satellites intelligently. Finally, to calculate the position, the CD metric will be calculated as a function of time and Doppler. More specifically, the direct positioning algorithm is used to estimate the position according to the best selected satellites, since in the case of a conventional CD, all the available satellites are used. In fact, the algorithm consists of the optimal use of the best satellites to take advantage of the CD's ability to increase sensitivity with fewer satellites and at the same time reduce the complexity of the operation as shown in Figure 4 . To implement this idea, the CD algorithm is based on several parameters, the most important of which are the C/N 0 level, the Thus, the new CD metric with the best satellites and reference station is expressed as:
where is calculated by the sum of the correlations of all satellites selected by the algorithm, which are considered the best (satellites with higher / and with higher elevation angles, and in some cases satellites forming the best GDOP), but not all visible satellites. That is why we have the index with the sum operator which refers to the best satellites. Briefly, the smart CD algorithm involves an optimization method allowing the use of the best satellites as follows:
(1) For each RS that can assist the user: It is necessary to choose a certain value as a threshold for the selection of strong and weak satellites. For example, we can choose the nominal value of 45 dB-Hz as the threshold value. This can be changed according to the objectives set for the receiver design. This operation corresponds to Equation (18). Thus, the new CD metric with the best satellites and reference station is expressed as:
where D CD is calculated by the sum of the correlations of all satellites selected by the algorithm, which are considered the best (satellites with higher C/N 0 and with higher elevation angles, and in some cases satellites forming the best GDOP), but not all visible satellites. That is why we have the k bs index with the sum operator which refers to the best satellites. Briefly, the smart CD algorithm involves an optimization method allowing the use of the best satellites as follows:
(1) For each RS that can assist the user:
Get the elevations and azimuths of all satellites in view and sort them with their elevations in ascending order. Select the best satellites with higher elevation angles: It is necessary to choose a certain value as a threshold for the selection of satellites as good or bad according to their angle of elevation. To have good satellites, the threshold can be set at 10
• , i.e., exclude satellites with elevation lower than 10
• , even it is very common to define an elevation mask of 5
• .
The algorithm will just choose the satellites having the best angles, i.e., which have the highest angles. This operation corresponds to Equation (19). To select the best RS having the best parameters, the decision-making process is multi-objective oriented where the cost functions help making the decision and it is modeled as:
where z 1,k = (z 1,1 , z 1,2 , . . . , z 1,k ) ∈ Z 1 corresponds to the C/N 0 for all satellites in view; z 2,k = (z 2,1 , z 2,2 , . . . , z 2,k ) ∈ Z 2 corresponds to the elevation angle for all visible satellites; and y = (y 1 , y 2 , . . . , y n ) ∈ Y corresponds to steps 3 and 4 of the above procedure.
In case we need to use more than one reference station, we can merge the measurements obtained from the different RS and then calculate the metrics for individual as follows [14] :
where n represents the reference station number, R n represents the total number of reference stations, and w n represents the weight of each RS corresponding to its parameters, such as:
For C/N 0 , weighting cost is calculated as:
where x represents the value of C/N 0 (dB-Hz), α is a parameter to adjust the curve of the weighting function w n (C/N 0 ) as defined in [15] , V f controls the value of the weighting function w n for x = P, i.e., w n (P) =
, P is the value of C/N 0 for which the weighting function w n is forced in order to obtain the weight defined by parameter V f , and γ is the threshold value is defined (step 1.i. of the algorithm description). According to [15] , the optimal values obtained for the different parameters of the function w n,1 are: α, V f , P = (80, 30, 20) . The second criterion is the satellite selection method based on maximal elevation angle during the observation period. For the elevation angle parameter, the weighting function is defined as [15] :
According to step 3 in the best satellite selection algorithm, if the satellites selected by each RS have the same parameters by calculating the cost function, then select the satellites that make up the best GDOP among the selected satellites as:
Finally, the collective detection metric can be expressed in function of the best satellites as:
where k bs represents the number of the best satellites, andτ n k bs represent the estimated code delay corresponding to the best satellites k bs for a hypothetical location R i , θ j , ∆D m , ∆B l w.r.t each RS as:
where ∆ρ k bs ,1 and ∆ρ k bs ,2 are the difference in pseudorange from the MS w.r.t the one measured by the RS1 and RS2, respectively, for the best satellites k bs , as:
∆ρ k bs ,1 = −R 1 cos el k bs ,1 cos az k bs ,1 − θ 1 + c·∆B 1 ∆ρ k bs ,2 = −R 2 cos el k bs ,2 cos az k bs ,2 − θ 2 + c·∆B 2 . . . ∆ρ k bs ,n = −R n cos el k bs ,n cos az k bs ,n − θ n + c·∆B n (23)
Thus, the acquisition problem is to search for the optimal vector X = (R, θ, ∆B) in the search space R ∈ [0 m, 10, 000 m], θ ∈ [0 • , 360 • ], and ∆B ∈ [−150, 000 m, 150, 000 m] which maximizes the criterion function:
where "fun" is an increasing function in which the decision of detection is made with the surpass of a threshold determined by a pre-defined false-alarm probability.
Experimental Results and Performance Analysis
To practically demonstrate the efficiency of this application in selecting the best satellites, tests with real GPS L1 C/A were carried out. Two uBlox LEA-6T were used as RS1 and RS2 to collect series of measurements in order to assist the MS. The position of the two reference receivers (RS1 and RS2) that assist the MS in downtown Montreal is shown in Figure 5 and they were in a good sky visibility. Figure 6 shows the location of the MS raw data acquisition where the GPS L1 C/A signals are degraded because of the high buildings around and poor sky conditions. 
To practically demonstrate the efficiency of this application in selecting the best satellites, tests with real GPS L1 C/A were carried out. Two uBlox LEA-6T were used as RS1 and RS2 to collect series of measurements in order to assist the MS. The position of the two reference receivers (RS1 and RS2) that assist the MS in downtown Montreal is shown in Figure 5 and they were in a good sky visibility. Figure 6 shows the location of the MS raw data acquisition where the GPS L1 C/A signals are degraded because of the high buildings around and poor sky conditions. The measurement campaign was carried out for 4 h and the values are taken every 1 h. During this observation period, the data received changes ( / level, elevation angle, forming GDOP) as time progresses. The received satellites during the entire observation period by each receiver are summarized in Table 1 The horizontal uncertainty range was set to 20 km to reflect a realistic application scenario as shown in Table 2 . Collective acquisition was performed by three iterations, with the search space refined at each iteration until an accurate estimate of the MS position could be obtained as we can be seen in Table 2 . 
Smart Collaborative Positioning: Selection of the Best RS
In the practical case, the measurements of RS1 and RS2 are almost identical as we observe in Table 1 . In order to analyze the performance of the algorithm of the best RS selection and the best satellites selection, we will still focus on the key parameters (C/N 0 and elevation angle) received by both RS and MS.
The idea is that the CD algorithm is able to choose the best RS using the best satellites to optimize the CD process while reducing complexity with fewer satellites. Two criteria are used to choose which of RS1 and RS2 will be used to assist MS: C/N 0 and elevation angle parameters.
In Equations (20) and (21), the thresholds used for C/N 0 and elevation angle are respectively 45 dB-Hz and 10
• . From Table 1 On the 11 visible satellites, seven satellites received by RS1 (green part) are stronger than those received by RS2 (SV 1, SV 6, SV 11, SV 17, SV 18, SV 22, SV 28), one satellite received by RS1 (orange part) is weaker than those received by RS2 (SV 30), and the remainder have the same C/N 0 level. This means that the satellites received by RS1 are stronger than those received by RS2 in terms of C/N 0 . Then, among these seven strong satellites received by RS1, there are six satellites which have elevation angles lower than those of RS2 (SV 1, SV 6, SV 11, SV 17, SV 22, SV 28). In order to choose the best RS to be used to help the MS to roughly estimate its position, we have compared the statistical characteristics of results obtained in code phase estimation from both RS. For each RS, the mean error and the standard deviation of the difference between the estimated code phase and the true code phase are compared. This leads to the logical choice of RS1 as an assistant to MS in the smart CD algorithm.
In this case, since we have been able to distinguish the satellites to be chosen according to the key parameters, we do not need to see which satellites form the best GDOP among those chosen. In addition, here we have a single satellite at more than 45 dB-Hz (strong) in view of the MS and the remains are considered weak satellites. Hence, based on the principle of CD, the algorithm will not be limited to the minimum of satellites, but will extend to use the best possible satellites.
To properly analyze the impact of using the best satellites or the best RS in the CD algorithm, compare the following four functions and evaluate the performance in terms of sensitivity and complexity:
(1) CD in function of best satellites and best RS "CD/Best_Sat/Best_RS", (2) CD in function of best satellites and all RS "CD/Best_Sat/All_RS", (3) CD in function of all visible satellites and best RS "CD/All_Sat/Best_RS", and (4) CD in function of all visible satellites and all RS "CD/All_Sat/All_RS".
For the CD process using the best RS and/or the best satellites, the algorithm described in Section 3.2 is used. In cases where all RS are used, the CD algorithm described in Equation (23) is used, in which the measurements of RS1 and RS2 are combined in the CD algorithm. The best RS is RS1, the best satellites are: SV 1, SV 6, SV 11, SV 17, SV 22, SV 28; and all satellites are: SV 1, SV 3, SV 6, SV 11, SV 17, SV 19, SV 22, SV 28, SV 30.
Sensitivity Analysis
SPL with delta correction technique is used for Doppler estimation in all 4 CD algorithms described previously. Knowing that, in the basic idea of the CD approach, the CD is advantageous if we have as many satellites as possible, but we will compare if there is a big difference between the operation of the best satellites and the exploitation of all available satellites. Considering the previous analysis, the algorithm will compute the CD metric using six satellites (best satellites) instead of nine satellites (all visible satellites). Figure 7 shows the comparison of the sensitivity analysis curves of all four CD algorithms: "CD/Best_Sat/Best_RS" (six satellites/RS1), "CD/Best_Sat/All_RS" (six satellites/RS1-RS2), "CD/All_Sat/Best_RS" (nine satellites/RS1) and "CD/All_Sat/All_RS" (nine satellites/RS1-RS2). remains are considered weak satellites. Hence, based on the principle of CD, the algorithm will not be limited to the minimum of satellites, but will extend to use the best possible satellites.
SPL with delta correction technique is used for Doppler estimation in all 4 CD algorithms described previously. Knowing that, in the basic idea of the CD approach, the CD is advantageous if we have as many satellites as possible, but we will compare if there is a big difference between the operation of the best satellites and the exploitation of all available satellites. Considering the previous analysis, the algorithm will compute the CD metric using six satellites (best satellites) instead of nine satellites (all visible satellites). Figure 7 shows the comparison of the sensitivity analysis curves of all four CD algorithms: "CD/Best_Sat/Best_RS" (six satellites/RS1), "CD/Best_Sat/All_RS" (six satellites/RS1-RS2), "CD/All_Sat/Best_RS" (nine satellites/RS1) and "CD/All_Sat/All_RS" (nine satellites/RS1-RS2). It can be seen that the "CD/All_Sat/All_RS" algorithm is the best algorithm in terms of sensitivity. The idea of combining all available satellites is the basic principle of the CD approach to increase sensitivity as much as possible. The algorithms of "CD/Best_Sat/All_RS" and "CD/All_Sat/Best_RS" have almost the same performance. "CD/Best_Sat/Best_RS" has the lowest performance among all the algorithms (−2 dB-Hz compared to "CD/All_Sat/All_RS"). This is due to the use of some selected satellites instead of all available satellites. On the other hand, the difference It can be seen that the "CD/All_Sat/All_RS" algorithm is the best algorithm in terms of sensitivity. The idea of combining all available satellites is the basic principle of the CD approach to increase sensitivity as much as possible. The algorithms of "CD/Best_Sat/All_RS" and "CD/All_Sat/Best_RS" have almost the same performance. "CD/Best_Sat/Best_RS" has the lowest performance among all the algorithms (−2 dB-Hz compared to "CD/All_Sat/All_RS"). This is due to the use of some selected satellites instead of all available satellites. On the other hand, the difference between "CD/All_Sat/All_RS" and "CD/Best_Sat/All_RS" is not very remarkable, which could be interesting if we look at the compromise between sensitivity (±0.7 dB-Hz) and complexity (nine satellites vs. six satellites). Thus, using the best satellites makes it possible to have a reasonable sensitivity performance whereas there is a gain in complexity since there is less computation, which makes this proposed strategy interesting.
To better analyze the sensitivity performance of the all CD algorithms and to demonstrate these discussions, it is also important to see the ratio between the maximum peak and the average of the remaining peaks for each detected satellite. It is shown in Figure 8 . In fact, the maximum peak is the peak corresponding to the best combination of code/Doppler during the correlation for each satellite in view. The histograms show the peak of detection corresponding to each visible satellite. For each satellite, we calculate the value of the maximum correlation peak divided by the average value of all the remaining peaks to better analyze the sensitivity. between "CD/All_Sat/All_RS" and "CD/Best_Sat/All_RS" is not very remarkable, which could be interesting if we look at the compromise between sensitivity (±0.7 dB-Hz) and complexity (nine satellites vs. six satellites). Thus, using the best satellites makes it possible to have a reasonable sensitivity performance whereas there is a gain in complexity since there is less computation, which makes this proposed strategy interesting.
To better analyze the sensitivity performance of the all CD algorithms and to demonstrate these discussions, it is also important to see the ratio between the maximum peak and the average of the remaining peaks for each detected satellite. It is shown in Figure 8 . In fact, the maximum peak is the peak corresponding to the best combination of code/Doppler during the correlation for each satellite in view. The histograms show the peak of detection corresponding to each visible satellite. For each satellite, we calculate the value of the maximum correlation peak divided by the average value of all the remaining peaks to better analyze the sensitivity. The histograms in Figure 8 show the better performance using all the satellites (the basic idea of CD) and combine the two RS compared to other algorithms. We can also notice that the algorithms of "CD/Best_Sat/All_RS" and "CD/All_Sat/Best_RS" have almost the same performance. We can even see that "CD/Best_Sat/All_RS" is better than "CD/All_Sat/Best_RS" for SV 30, which may be due to the fact that RS2 receives a higher signal power than RS1 even if the difference is smaller. To better choose the right algorithm, complexity is a very important performance metric that needs to be studied.
Complexity Analysis
According to the CD process parameters in Table 2 , there are 42142 candidate points in the execution of the "CD/All_Sat/All_RS" algorithm. The CD algorithm takes 2880 ms to execute the acquisition process of 20 code periods to process all satellites in view (nine satellites) and combining the RS1 and RS2 measurements whereas 1860 ms to process all satellites in view with only RS1 measurement (best RS). For "CD/Best_Sat/All_RS" algorithm, the execution time takes 1920 ms whereas 1240 ms if RS1 only is used. We can see that the execution of "CD/Best_Sat/All_RS" algorithm is 1.5 times faster than "CD/All_Sat/All_RS". Table 3 shows some overall conclusion of the performance of algorithms based on the criteria used. The histograms in Figure 8 show the better performance using all the satellites (the basic idea of CD) and combine the two RS compared to other algorithms. We can also notice that the algorithms of "CD/Best_Sat/All_RS" and "CD/All_Sat/Best_RS" have almost the same performance. We can even see that "CD/Best_Sat/All_RS" is better than "CD/All_Sat/Best_RS" for SV 30, which may be due to the fact that RS2 receives a higher signal power than RS1 even if the difference is smaller. To better choose the right algorithm, complexity is a very important performance metric that needs to be studied.
According to the CD process parameters in Table 2 , there are 42,142 candidate points in the execution of the "CD/All_Sat/All_RS" algorithm. The CD algorithm takes 2880 ms to execute the acquisition process of 20 code periods to process all satellites in view (nine satellites) and combining the RS1 and RS2 measurements whereas 1860 ms to process all satellites in view with only RS1 measurement (best RS). For "CD/Best_Sat/All_RS" algorithm, the execution time takes 1920 ms whereas 1240 ms if RS1 only is used. We can see that the execution of "CD/Best_Sat/All_RS" algorithm is 1.5 times faster than "CD/All_Sat/All_RS". Table 3 shows some overall conclusion of the performance of algorithms based on the criteria used. To better see the tradeoff between these two important performance metrics, Figure 9 shows the 4 CD algorithms compared in this study. The choice to use all visible satellites or to select the best ones as well as all the reference stations or the best one depends on the desired application. Here we can choose to use the best satellites while combining all reference stations that meets the criterion "not very complex but allows to have a good sensitivity". To better see the tradeoff between these two important performance metrics, Figure 9 shows the 4 CD algorithms compared in this study. The choice to use all visible satellites or to select the best ones as well as all the reference stations or the best one depends on the desired application. Here we can choose to use the best satellites while combining all reference stations that meets the criterion "not very complex but allows to have a good sensitivity". 
Accuracy Analysis: Working with Optimum Number of Parameters
Apart from the complexity and sensitivity, the performance of the four CD algorithms in terms of accuracy has to be analyzed. To illustrate the benefit of using best satellites instead of all satellites in view (complexity vs. sensitivity), let's compare the cumulative horizontal positioning error (HPE) of each CD algorithm, as shown in Figure 10 .
By observing these curves, we can see that the fact of combining two reference stations in the CD process has no impact on accuracy. We can see that the CD algorithm using all visible satellites has less positioning error than the others. Despite this, there is no significant difference between the HPE using only six best satellites and nine satellites (all satellites in view). This can be explained by the low influence of the weak signals exploitation, which come to collaborate to the collective detection metrics. We can deduce from this that we can limit the processing to only 6 satellites in order to minimize the computational load, with the goal being to use the minimum possible number of satellites while retaining a precise positional solution. The motivation idea is to carry out the minimum of calculations while retaining a good margin of precision of position. 
Conclusions
In order to achieve the objectives of GNSS receiver design (availability, integrity, accuracy and electromagnetic vulnerability), the smart module proposed in this work allows the optimal selection of the best signal processing technique to use. The idea is to allow the receiver to process the received signal according to certain parameters: number of visible satellites, received signal level, elevation angle, geometric configuration of available satellites, navigation environment, etc. This module contains only the intelligent algorithm for selecting the best technique to use, namely, conventional HS-GNSS acquisition method or CD approach, while exploiting the best reference station for assistance and processing the best satellites.
In this paper, the CD algorithm is optimized with a smart selection of the best satellites in the direct positioning technique instead of all visible satellites, in order to reduce the number of required computations.
From the different obtained results, we can deduce that using the best satellites while combining all reference stations measurements may be sufficient to process the position solution instead of performing a process on all visible satellites. It can reduce the required computational burden (1.5 time faster) and at the same time have a good receiver sensitivity (loss of ±0.7 dB-Hz), and also stay in a good margin of positioning accuracy. Indeed, this can reduce the complexity of implementation, but especially, it can minimize the energy consumption as part of a multi-GNSS receiver where tens of signals are present in the receiver antenna.
The choice of the assigned weight costs may depend on several criteria on the quality of the corresponding reference receiver (low cost or professional receivers, acceptable margin of error, receivers that know their position with very high precision, etc.). In the practical case, the choice of the right technique will depend on the availability of the good receivers.
The strategy of CD application as smart cooperative positioning meets the requirements of the complexity-sensitivity trade-off in CD approach. This concept allows us to take advantage from the existence of several receivers in good condition to help a receiver in deep urban area to estimate its position where it is usually impossible. Internet of Things (IoT) technology will also accelerate this possibility in the future.
Future work for this research will focus on real-time testing with some receivers to verify the practical feasibility of this application. The assistance data update, taking into account the change of reference receiver, according to the evolution of the MS-RS distance should also be studied.
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